Endogenous sex hormones affect the mutagen-induced chromosome damage by altering a caffeine-sensitive checkpoint.
In the present study we analysed the effect of endogenous sex hormones on the SCE frequencies induced in vitro by mitomycin C (MMC), a bifunctional alkylating agent producing high chromosome damage and mitotic arrest. The analysis has been performed on lymphocytes obtained at three different phases of menstrual cycle, from women with regular cycle and hormones dosage. At all phases we further analysed the effect of a post-treatment with caffeine, an agent that it is known to overrride the DNA damage checkpoints. After MMC, the cultures obtained at ovulation and luteal phases have SCE frequencies statistically higher than the cultures obtained at the progestogenic phase, showing increases of 15 and 25%, respectively. After caffeine, the MMC treated cultures which were set up at the progestogenic phase show a high potentiation of SCE frequencies (28%) whereas the treated cultures set up at ovulatory and luteal phases show little or no potentiation. These findings demonstrate that the endogenous hormones greatly modulate the SCE frequencies induced by the mutagen; they also indicate that hormones action competes with the caffeine effect. Caffeine acts by abrogating the mitotic arrest produced by DNA damage and induced cells with a higher chromosome damage into a premature mitosis. Our findings suggest that endogenous hormones could overcome the checkpoint controls activated in cells after mutagenic exposure. This action may be an epigenetic mechanism relevant in hormone carcinogenesis.